
art - nature
science - technology

hair color cream with Intense Micro Pigments and Wheat Proteins



But what does it mean; Made in Italy? 
To think of Italy means to imagine any form of art, any type of expression of creativity.

From the most magnificent monuments to the architecture more avant-garde, from the most famous masters of canvas and stone
to the most extravagant street artists, from luxurious high fashion collections to prêt-à-porter trends.

Italy represents a blend of

art, elegance, creativity, taste and style.

has always been the spokesman for the “Made in Italy” worldwide.



To what do we owe the inspiration of the name                  ?

The watercolor is a painting technique that involves
the use of pigments finely minced and diluted in water.
It is known for its speed and represents the best technique
for those who want to express their creativity through a simple gesture. 

The pigments give strength and tone to color,
gloss to the various nuances bringing out volume and the dancing
full spectrum of light. The result is very fine and tight with an excellent
and immediate expressiveness.



What is the CONCEPT of your salon? 
Do you offer personalized services, unique colors and exclusive products? 

Every gesture becomes an artistic touch.
In your salon the whole world is blended: 

the elegance of the Made in Italy and international fashion.

On your stage, it puts on stage the artistic talent that’s in you…
the fruit of your commitment, your experience and your creativity.

Itely Hairfashion Academy - USA



…now imagine
a drop of color dissolved in water…

The result will be distinct, but at the same time, delicate,
dramatic and elegant.

The colors will be multiple but homogeneous.

is the full expression of creativity, the intrinsic value

of the handicraft product blended with the most advanced technology,

the uniqueness of customized color.



R E S E A R C H  A N D  D E V E L O P M E N T

 with Intense Micro Pigments offers to all the hairstylists of 

Intensive Micro Pigments
The Intense Micro Pigments are micro-emulsified nano-pigments able to deeply penetrate into the keratin 
cavities and bind to the hair fibers. A major advantage which derives from the use of this innovative 

technology, is the reduction of the already low ammonia content thanks to the small size pigments that
requires only a partial opening of the cuticle, thus increasing its cosmeticity

Wheat Proteins
Hydrolysed Wheat Proteins play a conditioning and restructuring action, thus protecting the scalp and the capillary fibers, 
giving softness and smoothness to the hair. In addition, they have effective anti-oxidants properties,
reducing the formation of free radicals.

Lavender Essential Oil
The delicate Lavender Essential Oil finds its best application in the capillaries treatment, where the calming and soothing 
properties allow the use of the decolorizing powder even when applied on the more sensitive scalp.

 with Intense Micro Pigments and Wheat Proteins
is the synthesis between nature and the most advanced scientific research.



LOW AMMONIA

the world the perfect tool to fully express their creativity and artistic sense.

The color will be more uniform, bright
and long-lasting.

The hair will be healthy, fed,
full bodied and visibly bright.

The hair will be soft, silky and hydrated.

 P L U S



T h e  L I N E  

Exclusive permanent color formulated with innovative micro-emulsified nano-pigments able to penetrate 
further into the stem, with a low content of ammonia and Wheat Proteins that restructure the hair,
leaving it soft, hydrated and shiny. 

The color will be vibrant and will last longer.

Perfect grey coverage.

3,38 fl oz tube
Diluition 1:1,5 with Aquarely Oxidizing Emulsion

 WITH INTENSE MICRO PIGMENTS 
AND WHEAT PROTEINS



i n c l u d e s : 

with Wheat Proteins and Lavender Essential Oil

Exceptional compact microgranular decolorizing powder with exclusive oxygen gradual release. 
This innovative technology is especially effective for decolorizing and color removal. 
It ensures decolorizing speed while exerting a protective and conditioning action. 
Wheat Proteins protect and nourish the hair while the Essential Oil of Lavender

has a soothing property, releasing a pleasant fragrance.

Vaso da 500 g

BLOND COMPACT 

A creamy oxidant emulsion with controlled and stabilized pH, ideal when used
in synergy with Aquarely IMP and Aquarely Blond Compact. Wheat Proteins increase

the effectiveness, defending hair integrity.

33,81 fl oz, 5,07 fl oz, 2,54 fl oz bottle
10, 20, 30, 40 volumes.

with Wheat Proteins
OXIDIZING EMULSION 



S A L O N  M E R C H A N D I S I N G

BRUSH
with milled bristles for a perfect color application

COMB
large prong comb to easily detangle all hair types

COLOR GOWN 
disposable color gown ultra-light, transpiring and anti-stain.
New soft-touch material

ITELY FASHION STYLE
practical flared T-shirt refined in every detail
+ comfortable and trendy trousers.
Available sizes: S-M-L-XL

BOWL
practical bowl with handle for a more comfortable usage



CUBES
3 cubes kit to color

your salon with creativity

BANNER
classic communication instrument
to promote color service in your salon

S A L O N  C O M M U N I C A T I O N

COLOR COLLECTION BOOK
97 shades for the more exigent look. 
Essential guide to help the customer

to chose the perfect shade

POSTER
fascinating image
with high impact

to show in your salon

TOTEM
high visible impact communication,
refined and elegant,
to promote color service



G.V.F. S.p.A. - Via G. Falcone, 8 - 20080 Vernate, MILANO  
Tel. +39 02 90093743 - Fax +39 02 90093740 - info@itelyhairfashion.it

www.itelyhairfashion.it

IT&LY

Itely Hairfashion is committed to creating an eco-friendly corporate environment as well as the use of emerging green technologies
 in the production of its extensive line of environmentally friendly products.

Per un mondo migliore


